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Have you seen similar silver jewelry sold at price difference of two to three times from different
retailers?  Have you ever wondered how retailers mark up the jewelry after they get them from the
venders?  Here at Jewelry Fort Myers Sterling Silver Jewelry Secrets will show you the wholesale
trading secrets of sterling silver jewelry.

Price per Gram:

At Jewelry Fort Myers the most crucial bit of information for identifying the cost of a bit of silver
jewellery may be the cost per gram from the silver.  This is actually the fundamental raw material
price of a bit of silver jewellery because of the truth that silver is recognized as a rare metal. 

For example, the cost for silver is $9.5 per ounce, the cost per gram is dependent upon dividing the
cost per ounce by 31.5 that is 30 cents.  Therefore, the price for that raw material for any 5 gram
wedding ring ring is roughly $1.5.  Some might question why people would pay $30 for any silver
wedding band once the silver only cost $1.5.  The followers will show you the main difference.

Labor cost:

Jewelry Fort Myers knows to mold raw material into finished goods, it calls for a lot of processing
cost.  The metal itself needs to be melted, molded and cast, polished and put together.  The majority
of the occasions, silver jewellery is highlighted with assorted gemstones; the expense for setting the
gemstones will also be a main issue with the all inclusive costs for jewellery, specifically for jewellery
that needs higher level of craftsmanship.

Many other materials:

Also, the expense for just about any additional material are put into the jewellery.  For example,
some silver gem dangle ear-rings from Jewelry Fort Myers which has two cultural freshwater pearls
with rhodium finish will end up costing double the amount cost from the silver to create due to the
price of the gem and rhodium.  Observe that rhodium is much more costly than silver itself which is
high tarnish resistant.

Shipping cost:

Many different styles of jewelry are imported from other countries because of difference in
availability of raw materials such as stones and also the craftsmanship in making some particular
styles. 

Hence the shipping cost of transporting is also part of the cost.  Usually, for imported sterling silver
jewelry, the shipping cost can amount to 10% of what it costs to create the jewelry itself.

Customs Responsibilities:

For the similar reasons, imported jewellery incurs additional expense duties at customs.  This can
be a cost that normal customers do not know but additionally, it may boost the cost of silver
jewellery for 5 to 10%.
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Cost fluctuations:

Some silver jewellery trader, especially wholesaler retailer would connect the cost from the jewellery
using the current silver cost.  Therefore, the cost of a bit of silver jewellery may be different monthly,
as well as daily within the situation of wholesale.

Business Overhead:

As with every other business, the sales need to cover also the overhead of running the company. 
Normal expenses are employeesâ€™ salaries, rent, utilities and breakage.

Profit:

At Jewelry Fort Myers obviously the cost you have to pay includes the additional income for that
retailers. By understanding the above details, you may make a lot more informed choices when
purchasing wholesale silver jewellery and more importantly, avoid rip-offs. 

You will find times when people make fake silver jewellery then sell them in a really low cost. 
Knowing how to look for the price of a bit of silver jewellery, you will not subscribe to deals where
they provide you with a cost that's less than the standard price of real silver jewellery.
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Paul Empey - About Author:
For a big discounts on all jewelry off all kinds at 50% off and more check out a Jewelry Fort
Myers.com
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